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The cluster expansion CE method has been used to evaluate configurational properties in multicomponent
systems based on the density-functional theory DFT calculations. Appropriate selections of not only clusters
but also structures for DFT calculations DFT structures are crucial for the accuracy and the efficiency of the
CE. In a conventional procedure to construct the CE, the CE error is reduced mainly through an appropriate
selection of clusters. In the present paper, we propose an improved procedure that systematically leads to
optimal selections of both clusters and DFT structures. DFT structures are chosen to cover as much of the
configurational space as possible. During the iterative process, the predictive power of the out-of-sample
structures can be increased up to the accuracy that is required to describe alloy thermodynamics. We apply the
procedure to configurational behaviors in a simple MgO-ZnO pseudobinary system and in a complex MgAl2O4
system. The CE error is reduced in both systems, in particular, in the complex system, thereby significantly
improving configurational properties at high temperatures compared with the conventional CE procedure.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.80.165122 PACS numbers: 61.50.Ah, 81.30.Dz
I. INTRODUCTION
The properties of materials are strongly dependent not
only on their chemical composition but also on the configu-
rations of solute atoms and/or point defects. Quantitative
knowledge of the configuration-dependent properties is,
therefore, essential for materials design. The cluster expan-
sion CE method1–3 has been widely used to describe con-
figurational properties. Increases in computational power and
advances in numerical techniques enable us to perform a
large set of systematic first-principles calculations based on
the density-functional theory DFT combined with CE cal-
culations. In the CE formalism, the configurational properties
are expanded using a basis set of clusters. The expansion
coefficients are called effective cluster interactions ECIs.
The configurational energy, E, in a binary system can be
expressed using the ECIs, V, and the pseudospin configura-
tional variable, i, for the respective lattice site i as




Viji j + 
i,j,k
Vijki jk + ¯
= 

V · , 1
where  is called the correlation function of cluster . In a
simplified method, the number of ordered structures for DFT
calculations, N, is set to be the same as the number of ECIs,
m. Then all ECIs can be determined analytically.4 An alter-
native method of CE uses a least-squares technique5,6 or a
linear-programming method7 to determine a set of ECIs from
Nm structures. In the past, the set of clusters was prede-
termined before constructing the CE. Currently, the set of
clusters is usually optimized as the configurational properties
are reconstructed using a small number of clusters.8–10 Since
the set of optimal clusters and the set of necessary DFT
structures are related, they can be selected simultaneously
during an iterative procedure.11–13 Figure 1 shows a flow-
chart of an iterative procedure. Initially, a small number of
ordered structures are prepared as inputs. An optimal set of
clusters that minimizes the cross-validation CV score8,14 is
searched for from the pool of candidate clusters using gen-
eral minimization algorithms.10 Since the CV score is calcu-
lated using the sample inputs, the predictive power for struc-
tures far from the inputs is generally lower than that for
structures near the inputs. Therefore, the quality of the trial
CE should be validated using out-of-sample structures. In the
conventional scheme, the predicted ground states and near-
ground states are used as additional structures for validation.
The procedure is repeated until the predicted ground states
and near-ground states converge. The CE error is reduced
through the appropriate selection of clusters and the valida-
tion of the trial CE using out-of-sample structures.
The conventional iterative procedure has been success-
fully used to search for the ground and near-ground-state
structures. It has also been used to predict properties at finite
temperatures. However, it must be noted that the CE error
over the whole range of configurations is not necessarily
fully reduced by the conventional procedure. In other words,
the converged CE obtained by the conventional scheme is
not necessarily the optimal CE, in which the CE error is fully
reduced. Figure 2 schematically illustrates the situation. The
energy of a structure near the input structures can be pre-
dicted with a small uncertainty. On the other hand, the en-
ergy of a structure far from the input structures cannot be
predicted precisely owing to the larger uncertainty of the CE.
When input structures with strong correlations are prepared,
the predicted energy of a structure far from the input struc-
tures has a particularly large uncertainty. To calculate the
configuration-dependent properties at finite temperatures, for
example, the configurational free energy as a function of
temperature, the error of CE over the whole range of con-
figurations, including all excited states, should be carefully
examined. It is, therefore, necessary to avoid the localization
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and strong correlation of input structures in the configuration
space.
Order-disorder transition behavior is a typical example of
a property that is sensitive to the CE error. The situation is
schematically explained in Fig. 3. Assuming that the energies
of all different configurations in a finite-size cell are known,
the configurational density of states DOS, gE, can be
made as shown in Fig. 3a. The CE error can be defined as
the difference between the DOS obtained by the DFT and
that obtained by the CE. The error is reflected in the uncer-
tainty of the DOS or the configurational entropy, S, given by
SE=kB lngEdE, where kB denotes the Boltzmann con-
stant. Since temperature is defined as the reciprocal of the
partial derivative of S with respect to the internal energy,
1 /T= S /EV,N, the shape of the DOS determines the
phase-transition behavior. When a common tangent line is
drawn for S as shown in Fig. 3b-1 and 2, two internal
energy states can coexist at temperature Tc as shown in Fig.
3c, thereby indicating a first-order transition. On the other
hand, such an abrupt transition disappears when a common
tangent line cannot be drawn as shown in Fig. 3b-3. In
this case, a second-order transition occurs as shown in Fig.
3c. When the error of CE over the whole range of configu-
rations is larger, the uncertainty of the predicted phase-
transition behavior becomes larger.
In the present study, we propose a modification to the
conventional iterative procedure that leads to a reduction in
the CE error in a systematic manner. We implement a vali-
dation scheme for a trial CE. In the conventional procedure,
the validation is performed by examining only the ground
and near-ground states. In our validation scheme, additional
structures are chosen for the validation of the trial CE so as
to cover as much of the configurational space as possible see
Fig. 2 based on the statistics described in Sec. II. The con-
verged CE obtained from our iterative procedure is optimal
CE with a fully reduced error.
Most previous CE calculations were limited to fcc or bcc-
based binary alloys. Recently more complex structures with
nonclosed packed structures have been investigated.15–20 Our
validation scheme proposed in the present study is, in par-
ticular, useful for such complex systems where the number
of symmetrically independent clusters is much larger than
that of fcc or bcc-based binary alloys. In this paper, we dis-
cuss two examples that were studied previously by a conven-
tional method.17,21 The first example is pseudobinary
rocksalt-based MgO-25%ZnO, in which the disordering of
the fcc-based cation sublattice is examined. The other ex-
ample is the order-disorder transition of MgAl2O4 spinel.
The temperature dependence of the order parameter in the
complex spinel structure is carefully examined.
Preparation of trial CE
• DFT calculations for given
initial set of structures
Preparation of next trial CE
• DFT calculations for predicted
GS and near-GS
• Addition of GS and near-GS to




Construction of trial CE
• Cluster selection
• ECI evaluation
Ground state (GS) search
using trial CE
Validation of trial CE
Predicted GS and
near-GS
are included in input
DFT structures
FIG. 1. Color online Flowchart of a conventional procedure











FIG. 2. Color online Schematic of CEs constructed from the
conventional procedure. Initial input DFT structures are shown by
the open circles. Input DFT structures obtained from ground-state
searches using trial CEs are shown by the closed circles. Structures
far from the input structures have a large uncertainty of predicted
energy. To reduce the CE error over the whole range of configura-
tions, additional structures, as shown by the closed diamonds, are











































FIG. 3. Color online a Schematic of the configurational DOS
in a binary system. b Configurational entropy, which can be evalu-
ated from three types of configurational DOS. The gradient of the
common tangent line gives the inverse of the first-order phase-
transition temperature. c Temperature dependence of the configu-
rational energy.
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II. METHODOLOGY
A. Selection of additional DFT structures for
validation of a trial CE
Generally, ECIs are evaluated using the least-squares pro-
cedure. In elementary multiple linear regression analysis, the
variance of the energy of structure i predicted from a CE
with m ECIs can be expressed using the input set of struc-
tures as22
VarECEi = Xi · XTX−1 · Xi
T2, 2
where ECEi is the predicted energy of structure i and 2
denotes the variance of the error in the given population.
Structure i can be described by the row vector of its correla-
tion functions Xi including the empty cluster. The input set of
structures is identified by the Nm matrix of the correlation
functions X. The matrix XTX−1 is called the precision ma-
trix. For all structures in the population, the mean variance of







Xj · XTX−1 · Xj
T2
= trXTX−1 + XTX−1T	2
=  · 2, 3
where Nall is the total number of structures in the population,
 is the mm covariance matrix of the correlation functions
of the structures in the population, and  is the
m-dimensional vector of the mean correlation functions of
the structures in the population. The distribution of all struc-
tures in the population is characterized by  and . Approxi-
mate values of  and  can be evaluated for many random
configurations within a finite number of atoms.  can be
evaluated using  and  for each set of correlation functions
X. It should be emphasized that DFT calculations for many
configurations are not required to evaluate . In the present
study, we propose a validation method for the trial CE using
out-of-sample additional structures that leads to a reduction
in the variance of the CE energy. The additional structures
are chosen so as to significantly decrease . The CE error
can be systematically and efficiently reduced by decreasing
the variance of the CE energy. We hereafter call these addi-
tional structures “probe structures.”
The precision matrix includes the effects of the correla-
tion and variance of the input structures. If the distributions
of the correlation functions are narrow or strongly correlated,
the elements of the precision matrix become large. This leads
to a large variance of the predicted energy. Probe structures
can improve the CE by increasing the variances of the dis-
tributions and decreasing the correlations between the distri-
butions. Eventually, an input set of nearly independent struc-
tures with a large variance is produced, which is used to
obtain the optimal CE.
The approximated mean variance of the predicted energy
was reported in Ref. 8 as
VarECEi 	 trXTX−1 · 2. 4
Comparing Eq. 3 with Eq. 4,  and  in Eq. 3 are found
to play a role of weighting factors for clusters depending on
the distributions of the structures in the population. For ex-
ample, when the correlation functions of two clusters have
different distributions, the cluster with the wider distribution
is more significant. Equation 4 is exact only when the
structures are distributed spherically and isotropically in the
configurational space.
In general, the DFT energies contain the numerical noise,
which arises from atomic relaxations, the k-point mesh, and
the size of the basis. As pointed out in Ref. 23, the numerical
noise in DFT energies greatly influences the accuracy of the
CE when many ordered structures are required to extract the
ECIs, i.e., when the CE constructed from a small number of
DFT structures has a large value of  in Eq. 3. When there
are no systematic errors from the cluster truncation, the CE
error originates only from the numerical noise in DFT ener-
gies. The CE constructed from the input set of DFT struc-
tures with a large value of  has a larger error than the
numerical noise. By decreasing  by adding the probe struc-
tures, the CE error can be decreased to the numerical noise.
B. Iterative procedure
We have proposed the use of probe structures to validate
the trial CE. A flowchart of our iterative procedure is shown
in Fig. 4. In principle, our procedure is different from the
conventional procedure only in the way that the additional
structures are selected. In our procedure, the probe structures
are selected so as to decrease the variance of the CE energy.
The reduction in the CE error over a wide range of configu-
rations is the prime objective of the use of probe structures.
The structure that contributes the most to reducing  is cho-
sen first. Structures are then selected by order of merit. Our
procedure can, therefore, optimize the CE more efficiently
than the conventional procedure, in which the ground and
Preparation of trial CE
• DFT calculations for given
initial set of structures
Preparation of next
trial CE
• Addition of probe





Construction of trial CE
• Cluster selection
• ECI evaluation









• Estimation of Σ and µ
Search for probe
structures for trial CE
FIG. 4. Color online Flowchart of our procedure based on the
improved validation of trial CEs using probe structures.
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near-ground states are used for the validation. Therefore, the
ground-state search is omitted in the present procedure in
order to show the validity of the present procedure. In a
simple system, the ground-state search need not be omitted.
The ground-state search can be combined with the present
procedure. Confirming the ground-state behavior improves
the reliability of the CE. In systems with a large unit cell the
exhaustive ground-state search, in which the energies of all
configurations are calculated, cannot be performed since the
number of configurations increases exponentially with the
system size.
Our procedure is divided into five stages. i We prepare
the initial set of input structures and calculate their DFT
energies. ii We construct a trial CE by searching for an
optimal set of clusters that minimizes the CV score. Here, we
minimize the leave-one-out CV score by using the genetic
algorithm10 for the selection. The predictive power of the CE
is improved by using the leave-many-out CV scheme. Even
if the leave-many-out CV score is used as the prediction
score, the predictive power for structures far from the inputs
is generally lower than that for structures near the inputs,
since the leave-many-out CV score is calculated using the
sample inputs. Therefore, the quality of the trial CE, which
minimizes the leave-many-out CV score, should be validated
using out-of-sample structures. iii We search for Nprobe
probe structures that reduce the coefficient  in Eq. 3 by
the greatest amount. iv Then, the DFT energies of the probe
structures are calculated. v We validate the trial CE using
the probe structures. A candidate score used in the validation
of the trial CE is simply the root-mean-square RMS differ-
ence between the DFT and CE energies of the probe struc-










where Nprobe denotes the number of probe structures. ECEi
and EDFTi denote the CE and DFT energies of probe struc-
ture i, respectively. If RMS-PS is much larger than the CV
score, the trial CE fails. However, it is expected to be diffi-
cult to rigorously validate the trial CE using RMS-PS be-
cause it is more biased than the CV score. A more suitable
score for verifying the convergence of the CE is the CV
score for N+Nprobe structures with clusters selected from N
structures, i.e., CVN+Nprobe. If CVN+Nprobe is larger
than CVN evaluated in stage ii, the trial CE is considered
to fail. The probe structures are then added to the input set
and a new iterative step starting from stage ii is performed
using N+Nprobe structures. The iterative steps are repeated
until CVN+Nprobe converges. In this study, we use both
RMS-PS and CVN+Nprobe to validate the trial CE.
C. Structure selection in complex systems
Generally speaking, it is more difficult to construct an
accurate CE when crystal structures are more complex.
Therefore, the use of probe structures is more important in
complex systems. There are three reasons why it is difficult
to construct an accurate CE in a complex system. i There
are many candidate clusters. The sampling of important
structures to increase the accuracy of the CE for all clusters
is a difficult task. In simple systems, it is easy to sample
independent structures over a wide range of the configuration
space. ii Many clusters are required in order to express the
configurational thermodynamics. A CE with many clusters
has a large uncertainty of the predicted energy easily. There-
fore, the CE can only attain the required precision using a
larger number of input structures. In simple systems, a
smaller number of clusters are needed to describe the con-
figurational thermodynamics. iii There are no proper guides
for the selection of the number of input structures, N, and the
number of clusters, m. In simple systems, because many CE
calculations can be found in the literature, appropriate values
for N and m can be learned. In the absence of such refer-
ences, N and m should be determined by trial and error. For
these reasons, our procedure involving the use of probe
structures is much more useful in complex systems.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Order-disorder transition in pseudobinary MgO-25%ZnO
To examine our procedure in simple systems, we apply
the method to the order-disorder transition in simple pseudo-
binary MgO-25%ZnO. We start from an initial set of 15 typi-
cal prototype structures, including A1 0%, 100%, Ca7Ge
12.5%, 87.5%, L12 and D022 25%, 75%, Ga3Pt5 37.5%,
62.5%, L10, L11, Z2, D4, and “40” 50% structures. DFT
calculations are performed by the projector augmented wave
method24,25 within the local-density approximation26,27 as
implemented in the VASP code.28,29 The plane-wave cutoff
energy is set at 350 eV. The total energies converge to less
than 10−2 meV. The atomic positions and lattice constants
are relaxed until the residual forces become less than
10−2 eV /Å. The number of clusters used to describe the con-
figurational energy is fixed at m=11. The optimal set of clus-
ters is searched for from the pool of 53 clusters up to qua-
druplets. To validate the trial CE, Nprobe=3 probe structures
that minimize  are searched for using the simulated anneal-
ing SA procedure with 222 supercells.  and ,
which are required when searching for the probe structures,
are estimated from 10,000 randomly selected structures
within the 222 expansion of the conventional unit cell
32 sites. After the construction of the optimal CE, finite-
temperature thermodynamic properties are evaluated using
canonical Monte Carlo MC simulations. Supercells for the
MC simulations are constructed by the 202020 expan-
sion of the unit cell. The MC simulations are performed over
8,000 MC steps per cation to calculate the thermodynamic
averages after equilibration over 10,000 MC steps per cation.
We used the CLUPAN code17,30 in the series of calculations
performed to construct the CE and to evaluate the finite-
temperature properties.
We first construct the optimal CE. Figure 5 shows the CV
scores of the trial CEs obtained in stage ii plotted against
the number of input structures. For the validations of the trial
CEs, RMS-PS and CVN+Nprobe are also shown in Fig. 5.
To rigorously estimate the actual error of the trial CEs, we
perform DFT calculations for 300 randomly chosen configu-
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rations within the 222 supercells. The actual error,
shown in Fig. 5, is estimated from the RMS difference be-
tween the DFT and CE energies of the 300 reference struc-
tures. The CV score of the CE constructed from the initial set
of 15 structures is evaluated to be 0.04 meV/cation. The CE
with N=15 predicts the ground state of MgO-25%ZnO to be
the D022 structure, which is consistent with the previous
result.21 However, the actual error is 0.15 meV/cation, which
is about four times larger than the CV score. Regarding the
validation of the CE with N=15, RMS-PS and CV
N+Nprobe are 0.46 and 0.47 meV/cation, respectively,
which are also much larger than the CV score. The CV score
clearly overestimates the predictive power of the CE with
N=15. As the number of input structures increases, RMS-PS
and CVN+Nprobe decrease, and the actual error decreases
along with RMS-PS and CVN+Nprobe. This means that the
probe structures are suitable for validating the trial CEs. As
can be seen in Fig. 5, CVN+Nprobe converges well at the
CE with N=21. RMS-PS does not converge because it is
obtained from Nprobe=3 biased structures, although the val-
ues of RMS-PS for N=21–30 are smaller than those for N
=15 and 18. In parallel to the convergence of CV
N+Nprobe, the actual error also converges. However, the
CV score has a different value from the actual error when
N=30 because the former is evaluated from only the biased
input DFT energies. The CV score is expected to converge
slowly to the actual error upon the addition of more struc-
tures.
In all the CEs with N=15–30, the ground state is success-
fully predicted for MgO-25%ZnO to be the D022 structure.
The order-disorder transition behaviors predicted from the
CEs can be seen in Fig. 6, which shows the calculated tem-
perature dependence of the Warren-Cowley short-range order
parameter SRO Ref. 31 of the first-nearest-neighbor NN
pair for MgO-25%ZnO. The predicted order-disorder transi-
tion behavior converges with the CV score and the actual
error when N=21. Even the CE with 15 input prototype
structures can predict the transition temperature with an error
of 
10 K. The uncertainty of the CE is low in this simple
system. This means that the initial set of prototype structures
is sufficient to construct an accurate CE with 11 clusters. The
procedure based on the addition of probe structures is more
useful in complex systems such as MgAl2O4 than in the sys-
tem of MgO-ZnO as will be shown in Sec. IV.
B. Order-disorder transition in MgAl2O4
As an example of a complex system, we investigate the
order-disorder transition in MgAl2O4 spinel oxide between
fourfold coordinated tetrahedral and sixfold coordinated oc-
tahedral sites in an fcc oxygen sublattice. Spinels with a
degree of inversion x that ranges from 0 normal spinel to 1
inverse spinel are expressed as Mg1−xAlxMgxAl2−xO4,
where the round and square brackets denote the tetrahedral
and octahedral sites, respectively. As the temperature in-
creases, spinels have been reported to exhibit disordering by
the exchange of tetrahedral and octahedral sites. At the high-
temperature limit, the degree of inversion converges to 2/3.
We construct a CE starting from an initial set of 20 highly
symmetric HS structures, which are ordered by the number
of symmetry operations. Because there are no prototype con-
figurations for the spinel reported in the literature, we start
with these HS structures in order to cover as much of the
configurational space as possible. An initial set of structures
with a small number of atoms can also be prepared by using
an algorithm proposed recently.32 The number of clusters
used to construct the CE is fixed at 17 including the empty
cluster, a point cluster, and five pair clusters. The optimal set
of clusters is searched for from the pool of 126 clusters up to
quadruplets. Nprobe=5 probe structures are searched for se-
quentially using the SA within the unit cell of the spinel. 
and , required when searching for the probe structures, are
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FIG. 5. Color online Dependence of the CV score on the num-
ber of input structures in the MgO-ZnO system. RMS-PS and
CVN+Nprobe are also shown. The actual errors of the energies of
300 reference structures predicted from the CEs with N are also




2, where Nref denotes the number of reference structures
used to estimate the error of the CE. ECEi and EDFTi denote the
CE and DFT energies of structure i, respectively. Because the CV
score evaluated from N structures without probe structures and that
evaluated from N+Nprobe structures including Nprobe=3 probe struc-
tures are calculated using the same set of clusters, CVN+Nprobe
with N+Nprobe structures including probe structures are plotted for























FIG. 6. Color online Calculated temperature dependence of the
Warren-Cowley SRO of the first NN pair. The ground-state struc-
ture is the D022 structure.
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within the unit cell. Finite-temperature thermodynamic prop-
erties are evaluated using canonical MC simulations with
supercells constructed by the 101010 expansion of the
unit cell. The MC simulations are performed over 8,000 MC
steps per cation to calculate the thermodynamic averages af-
ter equilibration over 10,000 MC steps per cation.
Figure 7 shows the CV scores of the trial CEs. For the
validation of the trial CEs, RMS-PS and CVN+Nprobe are
also shown in Fig. 7. Figure 7 also shows the actual error
estimated from the RMS difference between the DFT and CE
energies of the 300 reference structures, which are randomly
chosen within the unit cell of the spinel. In a CE with a small
number of input structures, both RMS-PS and CV
N+Nprobe are much larger than the CV score. The CV score
greatly overestimates the predictive power of the trial CEs.
This is caused by the strong correlations among the selected
clusters and the small variances of the clusters due to the
lack of input structures. In the case of the CEs with N
=20–35, clusters with strong correlations and with narrow
distributions of the correlation functions are selected. Gener-
ally speaking, the energies of input structures can be ex-
pressed more easily using a set of clusters with strong corre-
lations and narrow distributions than using a set of
independent clusters with wide distributions. Therefore, a set
of clusters with strong correlations and narrow distributions
tends to be selected automatically by the genetic algorithm.
As N increases, RMS-PS and CVN+Nprobe decrease. The
actual error also decreases along with them. For the CE with
N=55, CVN and CVN+Nprobe converge. The actual error
also converges. Thus, the CV score evaluated from an input
set of structures with strong correlations or with a narrow
distribution for the selected clusters does not correspond to
the predictive power of the CE. On the other hand, the CV
score evaluated from an input set of nearly independent
structures with a wide distribution for the selected clusters
can be a good estimator of the predictive power of the CE.
For the CE with N=40, the ground state can be predicted
to be the normal spinel. Structures around the ground state
are included in the input set when N=40. In the conventional
procedure, once the predicted ground states converge and
structures around the ground states have already been in-
cluded in the input set, the ground-state search cannot im-
prove the CE. Therefore, the CE with N=40 can be regarded
as a convergent point in the conventional procedure. How-
ever, the actual error of the CE when N=40 is about two
times larger than that of the CE when N=55. To improve the
CE that is obtained by the conventional procedure, structures
other than those around the ground states must be included in
the input set.
Figure 8 shows the temperature dependences of the de-
gree of inversion predicted from the CEs with N=40–65, in
which the ground state is precisely predicted. As the CE and
the actual error converge, the temperature dependence of the
degree of inversion almost converges. The temperature de-
pendence predicted from the CE in our previous paper,17
which was constructed by the conventional scheme, is also
shown in Fig. 8. In the previous CE, the input structures
were composed of random structures in addition to the
ground and near-ground-state structures predicted from the
trial CEs. Both the present CE with N=40 and the previous
CE can be regarded as having converged in the conventional
procedure. The temperature dependences at low temperatures
below 600 K are independent of the procedure. This implies
that structures with low energies are accurately predicted
even by the conventional CEs. On the other hand, the tem-
perature dependences at high temperatures 600 K are
markedly different between the present CE and conventional
CEs. To examine the accuracy of the temperature depen-
dences obtained from both the present and conventional CEs,
we construct a more accurate CE from 370 structures by
minimizing the CV score using 20 multibody clusters. The
370 structures consist of the 70 input and probe structures
and the 300 reference structures used to estimate the actual
error. The CV score of the accurate CE is 0.38 meV/cation,
which is smaller than that of the present CE with N=55 of
1.0 meV/cation.
The accurate CE predicts that the cation-disordering tran-
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Number of input structures N
FIG. 7. Color online CV score and actual error E along with
the number of input structures in MgAl2O4 spinel. For the valida-
tion of trial CEs, RMS-PS and CVN+Nprobe are also shown. The
CVN+Nprobe with N+Nprobe structures including probe structures



























N = 55 ( )
N = 65 ( )
FIG. 8. Color online Temperature dependence of the degree of
inversion in MgAl2O4 spinel calculated from the trial CEs with m
=17. The temperature dependences predicted from the CE with N
=115 and m=24 in our previous paper Ref. 17 and predicted from
an accurate CE with N=370 and m=27 are also shown.
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temperature of Tc=620 K. The present CE with N55 is
successful in predicting the transition behavior and Tc. On
the other hand, the conventional CEs fail to show them. As
illustrated in Fig. 3, the difference can be ascribed to the
magnitude of the uncertainty in the CE. Structures with high
energies are poorly predicted in the conventional CEs. The
proposed procedure predicts the high-energy structures accu-
rately despite the use of smaller values of N and m than the
previous CE. A small difference can be seen between the
present CE with N55 and the accurate CE above the tran-
sition temperature, which may be explained by even better
accuracy of high-energy structures in the accurate CE. In
order to predict the cation-disordering behavior, however, the
accuracy by the present CE should be good enough.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have proposed an iterative procedure based on the
validation scheme of the trial CE using additional important
DFT structures to increase the accuracy of the CE signifi-
cantly. We applied the procedure to the cation disordering in
the MgO-ZnO pseudobinary system and in MgAl2O4 spinel.
Compared with the conventional procedure, the predictive
power of the out-of-sample structures is improved. The con-
figurational behavior can be predicted accurately up to high
temperatures, in particular, in the complex MgAl2O4 system.
Using the proposed procedure, we can obtain the optimal CE
systematically and efficiently with the accuracy that is re-
quired to describe alloy thermodynamics.
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